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ARCHIVING OF IDOCS IN SAP

Summary
Archiving is the process of offloading data in SAP documents to a file at the Operating system layer for future
retrieval and optionally delete the documents from the SAP system. Theimportant point here is future
retrieval.SAP provides a workbench for archiving objects and later retrieving objects from the archives.
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Archiving of Idocs in SAP
Archiving is the process of offloading data in SAP documents to a file at the Operating system layer for future
retrieval and optionally deleting the documents from the SAP system. The important point here is future
retrieval.SAP provides a workbench for archiving objects and later retrieving objects from the archives.

Reasons for Archiving
The major reasons for archiving is to improve performance,But archiving also helps to reclaim
disksapce that otherwise would be taken up by obsolete documents(Idocs and workitems,in this
case)
Basic Settings For Archiving:
Follow these 2 steps before you start archiving:
Maintaining Logical path names and physical path
Execute transaction FILE , This displays the paths that exist in the system as shown in the screen shot.

Assign a logical name for the path click the new entries button and give a name stating With Z to represent
the path.
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To assign physical path. Select the Z logical path created in the previous step and double Click on
asignment of physical paths on the left side of the screen. Click on new entries you Will get the
screen where you enter syntax group as Unix(You can choose what ever appropriate For you).Enter
physical path and end it with < FILENAME>, as shown in the screen shot.

Maintaining File Names

After you maintain logical path name for the archive file you maintain a logical name for the
archive file. Double click on logical file name defnition on the left side of the screen.You will get
all the logical filenames Click the new entries button .Enter values in the field as shown in
attachment filename.jpg.The filename contains substitution parameters,Which are represented in
angle brackets in the screen shot.
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Basic Requirement For Archiving

You can not archive Idocs arbitrarily.An idoc status indicates whether it is suitable for archiving. It
make sense if you want to archive Idoc with status code 53(Idoc that has been posted
sucessfuly),But it does not Make sense to archive Idoc with status code 64(Idoc that has
not been processed yet).The list of status code which can be processed for archiving we can
get it from table STACUST
Overview of Archiving Module
You can archive Idocs in SAP in two ways.
Using Programs for archiving.
Using Transaction SARA
The functions of SAP archiving process are as follows.
Archiving Data : This is implemented in 2 step process .In 1st step we will be documents such as
Idocs workitems and purchase orders are offloaded to an archive file at the OS layers.
The second step will be reading the archive file and objects are deleted from the system.This
Ensures that the objects are not deleted until it has been archived sucessfully to a file.

Program Used for Archiving :

Program Name: RSEXARCA

Short text
Archiving program for IDocs
The archiving program selects IDocs for archiving and writes them to an archive. You can subsequently
delete the archived IDocs with a separate program.
Using the various selection parameters you can select specific IDocs for archiving. Note here the difference
between the last status change and the date of IDoc creation. The IDoc number is also important.
The archiving program selects sufficient IDocs for the selection parameters, and archives them using the
function module EDI_ARCHIVE_IDOCS. After archiving, the system displays statistics regarding the IDocs
that have actually been archived.
There can also be IDocs in the selection table with the status that does not allow archiving. In status
maintenance you set which statuses are archivable and which are not. This is the case in the standard
system.
Note
Only use the archiving program if the IDocs were not activated through the application. You must make sure
that no IDocs are activated that still might be needed by the application.
Output
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A log is generated in which the most important fields from the control records of the archived IDocs
are located. It also outputs the number of archived IDocs.

o Direction
o IDoc number
The archiving program compiles the list of IDoc numbers which were defined by the selection criteria and
passes these to the module 'EDI_ARCHIVE_IDOCS'which then archives the IDocs.
A log is output after archiving listing the IDocs which were actually archived. The selection list can also
contain IDocs whose status does not allow archiving. Which status values can be archived and which cannot
is currently defined explicitly by the FORM routine 'INITIALIZE_STATUS_QUALITY' in the function group
'EDIA', the implementation of the archiving class and the archiving program functionality. This ensures that
IDocs with status values intended for further processing are not archived.
Caution:
Only use this archiving program for IDocs if the IDocs are not archived by the application. You need to
ensure that IDocs are not archived which may still be required by the application.

Analysing Data stored in archives : After the archiving the data .You can analyse the archived Data
and obtain the details on objects stored in the archive file.
Program Used for reading data
Program Name:

RSEXARCR

Short text
IDoc Archive Read Program

Description
The read program is intended for evaluating archived IDocs. An intermediate document (IDoc) archive is
read using the archive interface. This only accesses the control records and the link information stored for
the read IDocs. The archive is selected using the file selection of archive administration. The read program
returns the following fields of the control record in the log list:
Message type
Message code
Message function
Status
Date and time of last status update

I. Direction
Number
The display also includes whether links to the IDoc have been archived.
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Output
A log is generated which contains the most important fields in the control records of the read IDocs. The log
also contains the total number of IDocs read.

Reloading Data : Data from archive files can be reloaded into the SAPsystem. This functionality is usually not
required. If a need arises the data can be reloaded.The reloaded

Idocs are set to status 35 for Outbound and 71 for inbound.The reloaded Idocs can not be
rearchived.
Program used for reloading of Idocs :
Program Name: RSEXARCL

Short text
Reload program IDoc archive

Description
The reload program writes all IDocs of an archive to the system. It also calls module
ARCHIVE_RELOAD_OBJECT_DATA . The reloaded IDocs are assigned the new status "reloaded": In
outbound processing it is status '35', in inbound procesing '71'. These status values cannot be archived in the
standard system. This ensures that IDocs which have been reloaded are not archived again by periodic
archiving runs.
Before reloading, the module EDI_IDOC_RELOADABLE is called. This checks:
Whether the current client corresponds to the clients from which the data originates. This prevents data
being entered in the wrong client.
Whether an IDoc with this number already exists in the database.
The reload program provided by SAP only flags the IDoc as reloaded in the R/3 database, but not in the
archive. It is therefore possible to reload IDocs several times in the R/3 System if you set status '35' or '71' in
status maintenance to 'archivable'.

Output
A log is generated, which contains the most important fields in the control records of the IDocs that have
been read. The number of IDocs is also produced in the log.
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Using transaction SARA for Archiving :

Execute transaction SARA.Enter Idoc in the object name field and press enter.This will
give all the options available as shown in the screen shot below.

This step sets up a variant for the archiving program.Click the archive button.Enter a variant name
and then click the maintain button as in the screen shot below.
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You can select the Idocs to be archived based on date ,message type,message code,message
function,direction,Idoc Number rangeas shown in the screen shot below.
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Now you can specify the start time and spool parameters for the archiving program.Click the
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Start time button and enter appropriate values . You can also select to execute the program
immediately as shown in the screen shot.

Click on spool parameters that determine where to send the program output.Click the execute
button and the system will start archiving the objects.
Similarly you can use the other options like Delete,reload in the intial screen of the SARA
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Copyright
© Copyright 2006 SAP AG. All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or for any purpose without the
express permission of SAP AG. The information contained herein may be changed without prior notice.
Some software products marketed by SAP AG and its distributors contain proprietary software components
of other software vendors.
Microsoft, Windows, Outlook, and PowerPoint are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
IBM, DB2, DB2 Universal Database, OS/2, Parallel Sysplex, MVS/ESA, AIX, S/390, AS/400, OS/390,
OS/400, iSeries, pSeries, xSeries, zSeries, z/OS, AFP, Intelligent Miner, WebSphere, Netfinity, Tivoli, and
Informix are trademarks or registered trademarks of IBM Corporation in the United States and/or other
countries.
Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation.
UNIX, X/Open, OSF/1, and Motif are registered trademarks of the Open Group.
Citrix, ICA, Program Neighborhood, MetaFrame, WinFrame, VideoFrame, and MultiWin are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Citrix Systems, Inc.
HTML, XML, XHTML and W3C are trademarks or registered trademarks of W3C®, World Wide Web
Consortium, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Java is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
JavaScript is a registered trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc., used under license for technology invented
and implemented by Netscape.
MaxDB is a trademark of MySQL AB, Sweden.
SAP, R/3, mySAP, mySAP.com, xApps, xApp, SAP NetWeaver, and other SAP products and services
mentioned herein as well as their respective logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of SAP AG in
Germany and in several other countries all over the world. All other product and service names mentioned
are the trademarks of their respective companies. Data contained in this document serves information
purposes only. National product specifications may vary.
These materials are subject to change without notice. These materials are provided by SAP AG and its
affiliated companies ("SAP Group") for informational purposes only, without representation or warranty of any
kind, and SAP Group shall not be liable for errors or omissions with respect to the materials. The only
warranties for SAP Group products and services are those that are set forth in the express warranty
statements accompanying such products and services, if any. Nothing herein should be construed as
constituting an additional warranty.
These materials are provided “as is” without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but
not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement.
SAP shall not be liable for damages of any kind including without limitation direct, special, indirect, or
consequential damages that may result from the use of these materials.
SAP does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information, text, graphics, links or other items
contained within these materials. SAP has no control over the information that you may access through the
use of hot links contained in these materials and does not endorse your use of third party web pages nor
provide any warranty whatsoever relating to third party web pages.
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Any software coding and/or code lines / strings (“Code”) included in this documentation are only examples
and are not intended to be used in a productive system environment. The Code is only intended better
explain and visualize the syntax and phrasing rules of certain coding. SAP does not warrant the correctness
and completeness of the Code given herein, and SAP shall not be liable for errors or damages caused by the
usage of the Code, except if such damages were caused by SAP intentionally or grossly negligent.
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